THE FUTURE:
POST INSTALLATION SERVICES
As a consultative company, ANSecurity provide on-going
professional services for all aspects of an IT network.

We work with a number of our clients on a consultancy
retainer basis where we allocate our accredited consultants
to work as an extension of our clients IT Teams, often our
clients lean onto our consultants for advice and support
which really helps us understand our client’s needs and
requirements. Our consultancy retainers have a flexible
range from a few days to up to 60 days per annum.

AT THIS POINT WE OFFER:
Year-round 24/7 support
Renewals management
Security reviews
Consultancy services

Due to the partnerships we hold with our vendors, our
consultants must sit vendor accreditations regularly and are
highly skilled with networking and security technologies.
Each of the consultants have previously worked as part of
or managed an IT team within corporate or public sector
end users, so they are more than capable of understanding
different client needs.
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DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

SITE SURVEYS

Our consultants are skilled in multiple vendors. This
allows us to integrate new equipment into your
environment efficiently, as well as utilise existing
solutions to ensure that you’re getting the most value.
These are delivered through on site meetings, design
reviews of existing systems and a complete proposal.
We talk through people’s requirements, understanding
them and then we design a solution which will
complement their network and address the concerns
they have.

Wireless environments change over time and every
environment is different. An onsite wireless survey
is necessary to ensure capacity and coverage is to
the level demanded within your environment. At
ANSecurity we offer pre-installation site surveys to
ensure the correct placement and number of access
points are deployed as well as post-installation
site surveys to ensure that the wireless network
is performing correctly. Identifying sources of
interference, capacity and growth concerns.

NETWORKING & SECURITY
PROCESSES & POLICY
Our team can help you define a suitable internal
policy and processes following best practice security
procedures that work for your organisation, ensuring
network and data security whilst maintaining usability,
availability and ease of access for authorised users.
This can include amongst others, web access policy,
content control, remote access, data leakage,
business continuity.

FIREWALL HEALTH CHECKS
Solutions and network appliances, like any system
require periodic health checks to ensure that
equipment is running supported firmware, is patched
to the latest security standard, and is operating to
the optimum standard. As new features are added to
products ANSecurity can advise on the best way to
utilise them in your environment and assist with any
configuration or enablement work required.

BEST PRACTICE INSTALLATION
& CONFIGURATION

MEETING COMPLIANCE
Many of our customers must meet requirements
governed by an external auditor, or framework. Our
consultants listen to your requirements and draft a
solution to fit within your environment and budget.
Being vendor neutral enables us to ensure that you’re
getting the best value.

TEAM MEMBER SUPPORT
& TRAINING
ANSecurity offer bespoke training within an
organisation to ensure our customer’s technical
teams are able to be self-sufficient with the solutions
we have deployed. From firewalls, switching, routing
and wireless.
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At ANSecurity we understand that all companies
are different, we will work with you to understand
your business needs, what can be realistically
attained given your company resources and what
the technology can provide. Within our team, each
consultant is assigned a subset of the vendors in
our portfolio to specialise in and develop a deep
understanding of. The team also performs regular
cross training to ensure that all members have a
broad understanding of other technologies in the
market. All our team members are passionate about
technology and will often be found testing the latest
technology out in our lab.
ANSecurity also believe in empowering our clients
by offering free of charge technology update web
demonstrations, workshops and we share knowledge to our
clients with our blogs, please visit the ‘Sharing Knowledge’
page on our website for great content on various solutions
and vendors.
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